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USA 2050: IDENTITY, CRITICAL RACE THEORY, AND THE ASIAN CENTURY

Adrien Katherine Wing*


I. INTRODUCTION

Robert Chang, a promising young scholar, has given us the first book on Asian Critical Race Theory, or AsianCrit, in his short, readable volume Disoriented: Asian Americans, Law, and the Nation-State. It is a loosely woven collection of essays divided into three parts, drawing upon work Professor Chang published in several earlier law review articles. This book is part of the Critical America Series of New York University Press. The general editors are Critical Race Theory (CRT) senior scholar Professor Richard Delgado of the University of Colorado Law School and his wife, legal researcher Jean Stefancic. The series has produced the single largest collection of legal

---

* Professor of Law, University of Iowa College of Law. A.B. 1978, Princeton; M.A. 1979, UCLA; J.D. 1982, Stanford. — Ed.

1. Professor of Law, Loyola Law School.


3. Books in the series include: JODY DAVID ARMOUR, NEGROPHOBIA AND REASONABLE RACISM (1997); BLACK MEN ON RACE, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY (Devon Carbado ed., 1999); CRITICAL RACE FEMINISM: A READER (Adrien Katherine Wing ed., 1997); BRYAN K. FAIR, NOTES OF A RACIAL CASTE BABY (1997); BARBARA J. FLAGG, WAS BLIND, BUT NOW I SEE (1998); LOUISE HARMON & DEBORAH W. POST, CULTIVATING INTELLIGENCE (1996); BILL ONG HING, TO BE AN AMERICAN (1997);
literature by Critical Race Theorists. The introduction of this brief Review will situate this book squarely within the CRT tradition from which it springs. The next section will provide a short overview of the volume’s major contours. Then, the final section of the Review will humbly engage in a CRT narrative to explore the possible implications of Chang’s work by mid-century.

Professor Chang makes the case for an AsianCrit that is a natural outgrowth of CRT jurisprudence. His pioneering work dovetails nicely with simultaneous flowering in other outsider scholarship areas known as LatCrit, Queer Crit, Critical White Studies, and Critical IM:


5. The best discussion of the tenets of CRT can be found in the introduction of one of the two main readers on CRT: Critical Race Theory: Key Works That Formed the Movement (Kimberle Crenshaw et al. eds., 1996). The other reader is Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge (Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic eds., 2d ed. 1999).


Race Feminism, all of which are outgrowths of Critical Legal Studies.

Chang uses the deconstruction methodology that is part of all critical theory to critique legal cases and popular culture — exploring the


legal and societal implications of white supremacy on Asians and Asian Americans. Like all CRT scholars, he places race at the center of the analysis. Instead of an explicit or implicit assumption that the minorities are Black or predominantly Black, he enhances our understanding of minority groups that are Asian. Moreover, Chang brings out that Asians in America are comprised of many ethnicities, some of whom are recent immigrants (p. 2); racism in the Asian context has different ramifications than in the African-American context, where the bulk of the group is comprised of one ethnicity that has been in the United States for several hundred years.12

Chang applies other CRT tenets to the Asian context. Some CRT scholars, primarily focusing on African Americans, have pointed out the color-conscious nature of American law, critiquing the allegedly neutral, objective colorblindness of American jurisprudence.13 Chang naturally extends this critique to an Asian context to illustrate how the law's treatment of Asians was biased and subjective. In doing so, he endorses the CRT emphasis on the attainment of rights for people of color in America. While these rights may be subjective and socially constructed as Critical Legal Studies adherents claim, they are nonetheless important for Asian peoples who have never fully experienced them in their countries of origin or the United States.14

Chang's book highlights the CRT tenet that race is socially constructed: it is relational and contingent, rather than fixed biologically.15 He reveals how American law vacillated in its classifications of Asians in a binary Black-White legal paradigm.16 The use of historical analysis in addition to law is indicative of the multidisciplinary efforts of CRT.

12. Of course there are other groups in the Black category, such as Haitians, Jamaicans, and people more recently arrived from Africa. Some of these more recent arrivals may or may not identify with the African-American group. However they identify, they do not constitute the vast majority of African Americans.


15. For an analysis on the American social construction of race, see LOPEZ, supra note 3.

Chang also devotes considerable space to a defense of the controversial CRT narrative technique (pp. 61-75). Telling stories about Asians is a powerful means, as Delgado would say, "for destroying mindset — the bundle of presuppositions, received wisdoms, and shared understandings against a background of which legal and political discourse takes place." Finally, Chang goes beyond the realm of critical race theory to endorse critical race praxis, when he idealistically calls for radical plural democracy in the new century.

II. OVERVIEW

The introduction, entitled *Becoming Asian American* (pp. 1-8), builds upon the social construction of race tenet of CRT. Scientists have proven that there are more commonalities between so-called different races than within them. These racial terms have no meaning other than what a particular society gives them culturally and legally at a given point in time. Chang came to America from Korea at an early age, and thought of himself as an "Oriental" for many years (p. 1). He later learned that this was a derogatory racist label created in the West (p. 2), and that he was an Asian American, or even more specifically a Korean American. A central question that Chang confronts is whether the term "Asian American" is an ethnic or racial classification. Asians, after all, were the third part of the discredited nineteenth-century taxonomy of Caucasoids, Negroids, and Mongoloids. Because Asian American includes so many ethnic groups, ranging from fifth-generation Chinese Americans to new immigrant Hmong Americans, should they all be put into the same category? Why do we lump Indians, Pakistanis, and Bangladeshis in this category as well?


19. JUAN PEREA ET AL., *RACE AND RACES: CASES AND RESOURCES FOR A MULTIRACIAL AMERICA* 57 (2000); see also Saint Francis Coll. v. Al-Khazraji, 481 U.S. 604, 610 n.4 (1987) ("There is a common popular understanding that there are three major human races — Caucasoid, Mongoloid, and Negroid. Many modern biologists and anthropologists, however, criticize racial classifications as arbitrary and of little use in understanding the variability of human beings. It is said that genetically homogeneous populations do not exist and traits are not discontinuous between populations . . . . Clear-cut categories do not exist . . . . These observations and others have led some, but not all, scientists to conclude that racial classifications are for the most part sociopolitical, rather than biological, in nature."). For the treatment of Asians in the nation's highest court, see ASIAN AMERICANS AND THE SUPREME COURT (Hyung-chan Kim ed., 1992).

20. See the discussion of various views on scientific racial categories in *Saint Francis Coll.*, 481 U.S. at 610 n.4; DERRICK BELL, *RACE, RACISM, AND AMERICAN LAW* 2 (4th ed. 2000); and PEREA, supra note 19.
Chang would quickly be identified as American in Korea due to his poor facility with the Korean language, among other factors. Ironically, his excellent command of English does not identify him as a native here either — other Americans ask him where he is from, the implication being he could not be from the United States. For Asian Americans, even wearing the quintessentially American garb of girl scouts does not identify them as belonging in the United States. When members of a predominantly Japanese-American girl scout troop asked if a man would like to buy cookies, he said, “I only buy from American girls.”

Thus Asians, even Asian Americans, are forever the “outsiders.” The Japanese have a term, *kimin*, which means an abandoned people — not any more from the old country, yet not embraced by the new (p. 6). They are sad people, “who live in transit, between their imaginary homelands and the mythic America” (p. 6). He evokes for me the recent poignant memoir of Palestinian-American professor Edward Said, *Out of Place*. He was *kimin* — Palestinian-Egyptian-American — no true home. To me, the situation of my own group, Black Americans, is even more poignant, since most of us can not even identify the actual country that can be the imagined homeland! Even though we have been in the United States for 400 years, not only one generation or even five, we still remain the permanent outsider — the group that others can look down on — including the Asians.

There is no “essential” Asian ethnic identity. Chang quotes Yen Le Espiritu, who views Asian as a Panethnic identity (p. 5). Takaki defines it to include people from China, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, India, Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. I would add Pakistan and Bangladesh, as well as Thailand.

I endorse the panethnic concept with respect to my own so-called race. Sometimes I am called African American or Black American or just Black. To the extent American society continues to use broad racial categories, are African Americans a racial category, or have we been guilty of conflating race with ethnicity? Within the racial cate-

---


ory Black, we have the subgroup I belong to called Black Americans, formerly Negroes, or before that, Colored people. I have cousins from Liberia who may or may not consider themselves African Americans, but clearly may not consider themselves part of my same group. Also, I have cousins from Jamaica. Some may consider themselves Black like me or may consider themselves Jamaican Americans, a separate group from mine.27 In one Florida school, there is a Caribbean Students Association, which is clearly distinct from the Black law students associations found in most American law schools. The Caribbean group may contain Latinos like Cuban Americans or Puerto Ricans, but also French-speaking Haitians. Of course complicating it all, there can be people who we in the United States might call Black Cubans and White Cubans, although very few Cubans would categorize themselves that way.

In the United States, I am Black, even though my skin is what is called “high yellow” within the African-American community.28 We even have Blacks that look phenotypically white, including former Ohio State University Law School Dean Gregory Williams.29 In Brazil, the one-drop rule works in the opposite fashion. I am considered “white.”30 The Brazilians might categorize most of their country as white, but from a U.S. perspective, we would see most of the people as Black. In South Africa, I am seen as part of a group called “Coloured.”31 When I teach every summer in Capetown, I blend in, as Capetown is the home of the Coloureds. Many people look like me, much more than in the United States. My partner, James, is a very dark African American. When we walk together, we are considered an interracial couple, and people stare — a very weird phenomenon for us. Yet his wavy hair and aquiline nose, which actually reflect his American-Indian heritage, cause many people in South Africa to think that he might be an Indian from Calcutta. They often wonder, “what is that man?”

27. For a discussion of the similarities and differences between Black Americans and those Blacks from the Caribbean, see, for example, Chapter 12, The Caribbean Connection, in ANDREW BILLINGSLEY, CLIMBING JACOB'S LADDER: THE ENDURING LEGACY OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN FAMILIES 262 (1992).


29. For a powerful story on pre-civil rights era America's social construction of Blackness, see the autobiography, GREGORY HOWARD WILLIAMS, LIFE ON THE COLOR LINE: THE TRUE STORY OF A WHITE BOY WHO DISCOVERED HE WAS BLACK (1995).

30. PEREA, supra note 19, at 73.

31. For a discussion of the Coloured group, see, for example, Chris Ford, Administering Identity, The Determination of “Race” in Race Conscious Law, 82 CAL. L. REV. 1231, 1277 (1994).
The panethnic group known as Hispanics or Latinos also faces identity issues even as to its very name. Clearly Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans, the latter also known as Chicanos, are different ethnicities. Of course, Dominican Americans, Cuban Americans, and Argentinean Americans cannot be lumped easily together. People from Spain can rightfully be called Hispanic, but they are not usually who we mean when we use the term. Some scholars, like Arriola, for example, avoid using the term “Hispanic,” as it has “been criticized for lumping groups together without articulating their histories.”

Chang sees Asian America as an imagined community, beyond the physical bodies of its panethnic members (pp. 5-6). I would love to survey Asians in America to see how many do indeed identify themselves as “Asian Americans.” But Chang feels America itself is imagined as well. He calls for everyone to use imagination to “work toward a better community” (p. 7), and this book is his attempt to do so.

In Part I, “A Meditation on Borders” (pp. 11-42), Chang deconstructs the borders that positively and negatively construct “America.” In Chapter One, *Dreaming in Black and White: Racial-Sexual Policing in the Birth of a Nation, The Cheat, and Who Killed Vincent Chin?* (pp. 11-26), Chang inserts Asians into the historical Black-White paradigm of America’s racial history through an exploration of three films. In D.W. Griffith’s *Birth of a Nation,* America as a historically white place is reinforced as we see the use of racial terrorism against newly freed Blacks, with the protection of white womanhood as a centerpiece of the newly reunified nation. White America, with its white female purity, must again be protected in *The Cheat,* but this time against a “yellow peril” from an Asian villain. A modern documentary repeats the refrain of the nation as white, telling the story of the permanent “foreigner” Vincent Chin, brutally killed by those who viewed him as the alien Japanese, stealing American auto jobs. Chang notes that it was Chin’s enjoyment of a white exotic dancer’s performance at a strip club that started the entire row. White womanhood, even in the form of the lowly stripper, was once again avenged when the leering Asian exceeded his sexual as well as racial boundaries, and white men spattered his brains on the pavement in punishment for the transgression.


33. *BIRTH OF A NATION* (1915).

In the next chapter, *Centering the Immigrant in the Inter/National Imagination* (pp. 27-42), Chang illustrates further how Asians remain *kimin*. Some white immigrants may be able to pass into becoming White Americans, but other foreigners, including Asians, find that they carry the border within them and even give it to their descendants as perpetual aliens. Chang calls for a solution based on the radical plural democracy advocated by Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau.

What are the actual parameters of this radical plural democracy? Chang uses some criteria developed at a 1995 Critical Race Theory workshop: “antisubordination; political, economic, and cultural empowerment; uncompromising opposition to *hetero-patriarchy*; reconstruction of the meaning and language of race; self-criticism and self-reflection; group-criticism and group reflection; learning and openness to our histories; egalitarian deliberative participatory democracy; willingness to sacrifice and struggle; and contextualized judgment and responsibility” (p. 130).

Such a democracy would be a means to get beyond the borders that divide Americans and would enable the subordinated, who are perpetual foreigners, and others of goodwill to organize politically.

In Part II, “Developing a Critical Asian American Legal Studies” (pp. 45-106), Chang refines his analysis by focusing more on the role of law. In my view, AsianCrit is an important addition to CRT, which may implicitly assume that all the minorities are Black. Chang not only calls for a broadening of CRT's concepts of majority-minority relations, but also for the inclusion of minority-minority relations (p. 47). He examines the still predominant Black-White paradigm in race relations discourse and finds it lacking. While he does not attempt a total review of Asian-American history, he does focus on two issues: nativistic violence against Asians, as against Vincent Chin; and the model minority myth.

Chang defends the narrative methodology of CRT/AsianCrit in Chapter Four, *Narrative Space* (pp. 61-75). CRT founder Delgado finds the narrative “assists the cause of social transformation because it helps majority-race readers understand how they are both different from us and the same.”37 According to Chang, narrative provides one

---


solution for the relative underrepresentation of the Asian voice in CRT. In Chapter Five, *A Narrative Account of Asian America* (pp. 76-97), Chang extends the case he has made for the narrative generally in the last chapter to the specific case of Asian Americans.

Chang discusses three different phases of AsianCrit, all of which exist concurrently, in *Mapping Asian American Legal Studies* (pp. 98-106). The first phase is a denial of difference, traditional civil rights work focusing on formal equality under an assimilationist model. In the second phase, there is an embracing of cultural difference in an anti-assimilationist fashion. Here, radical AsianCrit challenges legal principles based on dominance theory. We are not all the same due to our different experiences with discrimination, which may necessitate different treatment under the law through policies like affirmative action. In the final postmodernist phase, there is a liberation from difference. While postmodernism deconstructs and problematizes the notion of fixed identities, it nonetheless shows that identity retains cultural and political importance. Mari Matsuda's conceptualization of "multiple consciousness" of identities\(^\text{38}\) can be used as a methodology for exploring solutions to discrimination.

The final part of the book is "From Identity Politics to Political Identities" (pp. 109-35). Chang advocates that we "move away from identity politics as we know it and work toward developing political identities based on shared political commitments" (p. 8). For example, Chang tackles the affirmative action bugaboo in *Reverse Racism! Affirmative Action, the Family, and the Dream That is America* (pp. 110-22). Asians are often viewed as the model minority not needing affirmative action.\(^\text{39}\) In 1990, Asians were 2.9% of the national population, but were 20% of freshman at Harvard, 15% at Yale, and 24% at

---


Stanford. Some universities, such as Berkeley, Stanford, and Brown, have long since eliminated affirmative action for Asians. A few years back, Lowell High School in San Francisco had a forty percent cap limiting Chinese students, raising the question, "How can Asian Americans simultaneously argue in favor of preferential treatment for some minority groups over whites and against the sort of discrimination . . . at Lowell High?"

Chang deconstructs the affirmative action battle to illustrate how Asians are manipulated by conservatives to attack preferential policies, when those conservatives really are interested only in maintaining white privilege. Even though some Asian-American groups like the Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans are doing relatively well in academic environments, other Asian groups have not done as well and need affirmative action. No effort has been made to dismantle white preferences that continue to hurt Asians. Moreover, Asians still face considerable discrimination in the workplace (p. 118).

Chang states that "reverse racism must go from a curse to an injunction to reverse racism!" (p. 122). Chang's voice as an Asian American who has made the political commitment to endorse race-based affirmative action is an important one in the ongoing societal debate on the value of so-called racial preferences.

Chapter Eight is entitled One America: An Essay in Three Parts (pp. 123-36). The first section focuses on racial cross-dressing consciously to open boundaries. An example of such cross-dressing is the Korean shopkeeper in Spike Lee's film Do the Right Thing, who saves his shop from torching by repeatedly telling the angry Black crowd, "I Black" (p. 126). As Ikemoto posits, we must confront the "master Narrative" of white supremacy's "conflict-constructing power" that portrays Asians/Korean shopkeepers as inevitably against the African-American ghetto shopper. Countering the racism "may


43. DO THE RIGHT THING (Universal Studios, 1989).

44. Ikemoto, supra note 4, at 1582; see also Reginald Leamon Robinson, "The Other Against Itself:" Deconstructing the Violent Discourse Between Korean and African Americans, 67 S. CAL. L. REV. 15 (1993).
depend, finally, on our ability to claim identities outside the master narrative.\textsuperscript{45}

The second part returns to the "goal of a radical and plural democracy as an organizing principle" (p. 8). We need to get beyond racial identity as a proxy for self-interest to create a progressive identity for people of color that transcends any narrow group. Thus, ultraconservative U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas would not be a person of color even though he is phenotypically Black. Establishing people of color solidarity in the service of a progressive agenda is a form of radical democracy (p. 130).

The chapter ends with a discussion of the Tiger Woods phenomenon\textsuperscript{46} and the implications of multiracialism for the new century (p. 132). Chang does not think Tiger Woods will be the multiracial, anti-racist icon for the new century, since race is too complicated to rely simply on mixed-race figureheads to solve the issues it raises. He finishes with a question that former President Bill Clinton raised: "Can we become one America in the 21st century?" (p. 135). Chang says "only time and our efforts will tell" (p. 135). He appears to be cautiously optimistic, a far cry from CRT founder Derrick Bell’s pessimistic lament that racism might be permanent.\textsuperscript{47}

In the Postscript, entitled \textit{This Ain’t Oz} (pp. 136-38), Chang notes that America is not in the black and white vision of Kansas anymore (which nevertheless had local color once you realized it), yet we are not yet in the full Technicolor land of Oz. America is not a melting pot, but a hot burning fire that has created all the groups. His ending comments led me to think of the well known 1960s call to conscience, \textit{The Fire Next Time}\textsuperscript{48} — fire not controlled will destroy. Will America go up in smoke?

Now that I have provided a more detailed overview of the book, I will conclude this Review by inventing a narrative — a possible scenario that teases out potential implications of Chang’s volume.

\section*{III. WHERE WE NEED TO GO IN THE ASIAN CENTURY: IMPLICATIONS OF CHANG’S WORK}

Retired Princeton University President Bob Chang decided he would attend the Korean New Year’s celebration of 2050 being held in his honor at the White House. As a former Secretary of Education in the Jesse Jackson Jr. Administrations, he was well used to attending

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{note45} Ikemoto, supra note 4, at 1597.
\bibitem{note47} See generally Derrick Bell, \textit{Faces at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism} (1993).
\end{thebibliography}
functions in the DaihaitsuMicrosoft Ballroom, so it held no special charm. But whenever Tiger called, he had a hard time turning him down. Bob still couldn’t get used to calling him Mr. President, even though he had been in office three terms — the first President to get the benefit of the 32nd amendment, permitting up to four terms. That last election had been a real squeaker of a win for the Green Party. Tiger had barely edged out the Repubocrat candidate Arkansas Congressperson Chelsea Clinton, who would have thus become the third Clinton to sit in the Oval Office.

Bob’s favorite goddaughter, California Senator Georgina Woods, Tiger’s daughter by his first wife, Jebbina Bush, had even called him twice to get him to commit to attending the bash. He had to come because he was going to get the Presidential Medal of Freedom for his contributions as a founder of AsianCrit. Besides, he would meet her new domestic partner, Speaker of the House Jamillah Lieberman Nader, daughter of the late former Ambassador to Lebanon Ralph Nader and his wife Gay Lieberman. Boy, that Georgina was really something. She had the tenacity of the Bush clan, including her late grandfather, former Vice President and Florida Governor Jeb Bush, as well as the fiery spirit of her uncle George III, the former governor of the fifty-first state Cuba. Bob couldn’t resist this full court press, so he agreed to come.

Tiger was sure to corral him to ask him to stay overnight. And then they would have one of those far-ranging, all-night talks that the President was so fond of having. Tiger had always talked his ears off, from the first time they met at the Tenth Annual Cabilnasiac conference. Tiger was the President of the Cabilnasiac Society, a term he invented to stand for Caucasian/Black/Indian/Asian. Bob was autographing the third edition of his award-winning AsianCrit anthology when Tiger barged in and said, “Hey prof, I got to talk to you. I am tired of you always trashin me in your books like I’m some kind of kimin or something.” Bob’s dear friend, Berkeley Law School Dean Sumi Cho, was autographing copies of the latest edition of her Critraceasianfeminism reader right next to him at the time, and she echoed his own inchoate thoughts. “Maybe it’s time, Bob, for you to hold the tiger by the tail!”

So Bob and Tiger went to a nearby diner after the autographing session was finished, and they talked and talked and talked. By the end of the marathon session, Tiger decided to give up golf as a profession even though he was on an eight-year winning streak and enter politics. Despite Bob’s protestations, Tiger said, “Just watch, prof. I’ll prove you wrong and become the multiracial icon for this century — a

---

unifying force for equal opportunity.” They eventually became great friends and endless conversationalists as Tiger was elected to higher and higher office on the Green ticket. “Reverse racism!” a Chang-ism that had become popular when one of his books became a smash movie, was one of Tiger's favorite political slogans.

Now Tiger's legacy as the Great Acculturator was threatened as a U.S. race war loomed imminent. Europe had never recovered after the Holocaust of '08, in which nuclear weapons of the former Soviet Union were fired within the fifteen new republics and then against their various other European allies. The narrow version of ethnic cleansing practiced in the Balkans in the 1990s was nothing compared to the decimation of entire ethnic groups throughout Europe in this nuclear holocaust. The United States of Africa was a lost cause as ethnic cleansing coupled with the AIDS pandemic had destroyed over 70% of the 2000 population, and richer uninfected Africans emigrated to the U.S. PalestineIsrael had united the Arab League, but was unable to bring the democracy it still tenuously enjoyed to the other states.

The United States of the Americas remained the only beacon of potential stability on the planet. Its nearly eighty states had cooperated for a number of years under the Woods Administrations, a miracle considering the fears of conflagration when Quebec insisted on being a separate state from the rest of Canada. Chiapas had tried to make the same move to become a separate state of the union from Mexico, but cooler heads prevailed. American democracy had remained fragile, though, ever since the Debacle election of 2000.

Massive demographic shifts meant that Caucasians, or Gringos as they were now called, were only 20% of the U.S. population, but they still controlled most of the expanded nation's wealth and political positions. The Chinese civil war of 2010 had led to a massive flood of wealthier Chinese to what was then Canada and United States under laws passed as a result of the Bush depression of 2007. These laws encouraged immigration of foreigners who could create twenty high-tech jobs for Americans. Once these Chinese were no longer under the One Child policy that limited their reproductive options, there was a massive surge in the Chinese birthrate. Indian immigration to high-tech Silicon valleys across the nation helped relieve demographic pressures in India as their population surpassed China, whose size was diminished by civil war and immigration. The Latino population surged with the admission of all of the former Latin American countries into the Union. So now the country was almost equally divided between the main ethnic groups: Gringos, Blacks, Latinos, who were now

called Latins, Asians, and a mixed race group currently called Mestizos.

Race war loomed imminently, since the newly reconstituted central Chinese government resented the continued political discrimination against Chinese Americans, who were economically successful but still frozen out of U.S. political power. Tiger, as the first panethnic President of partial Asian descent, was being pressured diplomatically to do something. China was threatening to withdraw most favored nation status if the situation did not improve dramatically. China also was threatening to rile up the U.S. Black and Latin prison population, who made up nearly ninety percent of all inmates, and a large portion of the prison labor that produced many of the goods exported out of the United States at "competitive" prices. Since anyone with a felony conviction was disenfranchised in all eighty states, Tiger was not too worried about the political ramifications of ignoring the Blacks. Most of them could not vote in any event. But the National Guardia, which had replaced local police forces some years ago, often had some difficulty keeping the Black reservations, formerly known as ghettoes, in check. Riots or Uprisings could be counted on periodically in those seething caldrons of poverty and despair. The Powell-Ventura Administration's New Deal policies continued to help those Blacks who could help themselves, but this part of the Black population, mockingly referred to as "Uncle Colins" by those on the reservations, apparently had no ability to keep their poorer brethren in check. The poor Blacks even called themselves "Niggahs," to distinguish themselves from the Uncle Colins. Tiger could never bring himself to use a term like Niggah, which had had a derogatory meaning in his youth until Rap and Hip Hop Music at the turn of the century popularized it with Generations X and Y.

The economic ramifications could not be ignored if this large percentage of the U.S. labor force went on labor slowdowns. Many of the private sector companies that owned the prison industries were joint ventures of China or Japan and various Black and Latin entrepreneurs under government-sanctioned small business programs begun during the Powell-Ventura administration. China could have great influence on this sector. Quelling previous major prison riots known as Attica II, III, and IV over the past forty years had resulted in a high number of prisoner and guard fatalities, not to mention destruction of the industrial infrastructure. Of course, the Big Quake of '20, which destroyed the New Alcatraz Island federal prison and the 10,000 prison laborers there, had not helped, either. America's economic strength depended on maintaining the stream of cheap goods to the rest of the world.

Bob knew Tiger would want advice about how to defuse this latest Asian crisis. In addition to his many former domestic hats, Bob had been an ambassador to China in the Hillary Clinton Administration —
a rare bonus, since so many former ambassadors to China had been assassinated in the past.

After the wonderful festivities for the Korean New Year ended, Bob did take up Tiger's offer to spend the night. As anticipated, Tiger came in and said, "I've got to ask you a couple of quick questions, prof. Help me out here with this Asian thing, will you?" "Okay, Mr. President," Bob responded. "I know you are going to do your own thing anyway, but I appreciate you asking your old mentor for some guidance. I know you're too busy to dust off old books from the turn of the century — but the answers are right there, Tiger, and it's much bigger than this particular Asian crisis." The two men talked all night, as was their custom.

In the morning, the President asked his staff to schedule a national holocaust conference that evening in prime time. Tiger, the Great Acculturator, intended to make the speech of his life. He asked his daughter, Senator Bush Woods, and her wife, Representative Lieberman Nader, to stand next to him along with Supreme Court Chief Justice Ché-Cabral Robeson Wing Melson. He needed all three branches to be represented. Chief Justice Melson, son of the late Secretary of State and Stanford president Adrien Wing, a major RaceCrit scholar, was a founder of Panfilmlawcrit scholarship prior to becoming a judge. The three public servants waited along with the rest of the nation. None of them knew what Tiger would say.

"My fellow Americans, buenas noches," Tiger's image shimmered, projected from the tiny emitters behind the optic nerve of every American over twelve. "You know we face a grave crisis at this very moment with China. I have a way to solve this crisis and also many others that continue to plague this great democracy. You call me the Great Acculturator, but up to now I have been afraid to live up to this honorific. If you follow me as you have in the past, I will lead America to a new dawn. If the other branches as represented here today work with me as they have in the past, I will lead America to a new beginning.

"One hundred years ago, Blacks, or Niggahs, had no rights the Gringos were bound to respect. They were legally segregated and politically impotent. The Indios lived on barren reservations and were well on their way to the extinction that they suffered in this century. Asians were vilified as the yellow peril, and 120,000 Japanese had been held in concentration camps only the decade before. Latins were called wetbacks, or greñuda,51 and Spanish was suppressed, unlike the national teaching of Spanglish required today. Racial mixing was forbidden, so the Mestizo group did not even exist as a recognized entity.

Si, we've come a long way in some senses, but we still have a long way to go mañana, amigos.

"Once upon a time, Chief Justice Melson's mother, Profesora Wing, coined a term, 'spirit injury,' to characterize the psychological and emotional effect of racism, sexism, and other isms on an individual or a group. America continues to suffer from such spirit injuries, and it is time to heal her. If we are going to have true radical pluralistic democracy, instead of a sham of tokenism, I must take a stand to truly reverse racism. As the great scholar Yamamoto once said, Interracial justice must be based upon cuatro R's — recognition, responsibility, reconstruction, and reconciliation.

"As for recognition, we need a system of race apologies.

I know some of you will continue to think there is no need to apologize for the alleged sins of our ancestors, but as a 20th century president once said, the peso stops here. It is too late to apologize to the American Indios. They are all gone now, exterminated or assimilated within other groups. Even though they are not here as distinct tribes any more, I, as leader of the unipolar world order, hereby apologize to all their ancestors and descendants, for the genocide that was committed against them for centuries. We can finally apologize to the descendants of American slavery, of the de jure and the de facto slavery. Although this nation did apologize officially to the Japanese Americans and their descendants through the 1988 Reagan Administration Civil Liberties Act, we as a nation have never apologized to all the other PanAsian groups, including the Chinese, whom we have mistreated and excluded from the full fruits of our great democracy over the years despite their great contributions. We must also apologize to our Latin brothers and sisters for their continued suppression and exploitation, which was only partially alleviated by the addition of the Caribbean and South American regions to the United States. These citizens remain politically secondary in our republic.

"Apologies, although critically important for racial healing, are not enough. Responsibility and reconstruction mean we must finally provide various forms of reparations to those groups who have remained too politically powerless to extract them. For too long, we have treated these groups as kimin. The details will have to be worked out by bipar-
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artisan support of both the Green and Repubocrat parties, and supported by the courts. I will mention just a few examples in tonight’s speech.

“By Executive Order, in memory of the American Indios, I hereby designate the Amazonia region in the state of Brazilia a natural monument under the supervision of the indigenous cousins of our lost North American Indian peoples. All manufacturers of medicines made from plants found in Amazonia must pay royalties to the Indigenous Peoples Fund for the next ten years. Since the vaccine and cure to the AIDS pandemic, the most devastating disease of the last one-hundred years, was found in Amazonia, and every newborn in the world must be vaccinated, these ongoing royalties should help ensure that the native peoples of our southern region do not suffer the same fate as their northern cousins did.

“As I too have Black blood in my veins, I call for a slavery memorial and museum to be erected in the water near the Malcolm Martin Memorial in Washington. I also call for an end to the system of disenfranchisement for felons, so that most Blacks, especially Niggahs, and many Latins, will be able to vote again.

“For the Asians, the long-awaited Vincent Chin Memorial Center and Museum in Detroit will now be a cosponsored project of NissanFord, the United States, and China. For Latins, Español must not be totally subsumed by Spanglish. Children will be allowed to take Spanglish as a second language course, with Español as their first language of instruction throughout elementary school. If we have permitted Français as a first language in parts of our fine republic, porque no Español?

“Through recognition, responsibility, and reconstruction, perhaps we will get to racial reconciliation in our great nation — if not in my lifetime, perhaps in the lifetime of our last clones’ children.

“As the great Hing once said, ‘we need to promote constant awareness of interethnic group relations, elimination of conscious and unconscious racism, and social acceptance of people of color. We must reach a new level of consciousness, strive to develop a new inclusive vocabulary, explore new ways of being American, and recognize the variety of racial and ethnic issues that face our society.’\[56\] We need to develop a set of core values that ‘repudiate racism, sexism, heterosexism, and class distinctions in our daily activities; to be open, caring, and fair; and to be accepting of diversity and respectful of others.’\[57\]

“To further these goals, I call upon the Congress and the eighty states to expeditiously consider the passage of the Thirty-Third Amendment to the Constitution, which is modeled after Article 9 of

\[56\] Hing, supra note 3, at 178.

\[57\] Id. at 180.
the 1996 South Africa Constitution. It states: 'The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language, and birth.'

"Affirmative action is needed to ensure that the various panethnicities of color and other multiply discriminated groups do not remain frozen out." While these provisions were not able to be effective in the former nation South Africa due to the AIDS Holocaust there, we have every reason to hope that they will be effective in the United States of the Americas.

"I intend to go even further. I want to use the new amendment to call for affirmative action in voting for a limited number of years, perhaps twenty. I want to see each of the five major panethnic groups with an equal number of representatives on the national level. Congress can work out the details under the leadership of the fine ladies behind me.

"While I look forward to meeting with the Chinese government officials shortly to resolve the immediate crisis, I look forward even more to committing the remainder of my administration to working on these issues. Viva America!"

* * * *

Retired Princeton President Bob Chang woke up on the morning of the Korean New Year celebration at the White House in his honor. "Boy, what a strange dream I think I had. I must put it in my next Chronicles of the Asian Century."

IV. CONCLUSION

Professor Bob Chang's first volume in the AsianCrit genre potentially has profound political implications for race relations in the new century. Despite its idealistic flavor, I hope that policymakers will give it a careful read, if not in this administration, perhaps in the next. I look forward to seeing the development of some of the issues he raises here in his future work.

58. S. AFR. CONST. art. 9 (1996).

59. "To promote the achievement of equality, legislative and other measures designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination, may be taken." Id. art. 9(2).